The Effects of Angle of Incidence on Diffraction Pattern in the Sun Sensor
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Abstract- The comprehensive optical design of sun sensor needs considering the effect of sunray’s angle on the diffraction pattern on the detector plane. For this purpose the diffraction pattern has been simulated on the basis of Fresnel–Kirchhoff integral using MATLAB. The results indicate that by increasing the angle of incoming Sunray the peak location shifts and the diffraction width increases, consequently, the accuracy of the sensor decreases in large angles.
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1. Introduction

The Sun sensor is one of the most important parts of a satellite’s missions. The function of the Sun sensor is to determine the angular position of the Sun relative to a certain reference axis or plane of the Sun sensor in one or two directions [1]. The principle of the measurement of the Sun sensor is schematically shown in Fig. 1. A thin opaque layer with a narrow slit is placed above a perpendicular linear array detector. The Sun based on the diffraction pattern, illuminates different pixels in dependence on the angle to main sensor axis. To protect the detector against direct radiation, and to fit the appropriate exposure of the image sensor a special attenuation filter is used as a front window [2, 3]. The field of view (FOV) indicates the range of Sun angles which can be measured by the Sun sensor, as shown in Fig. 1. The FOV in $x$ direction can be determined by Eq. (1):

$$\text{FOV} = 2 \arctan\left(\frac{a}{2h}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $a$ is the length of the detector and $h$ is the distance between slit and the detector. According to Eq. (1), the distance between the detector and the slit, $h$, defines FOV of the Sun sensor. By analysing the location of the Sun’s diffraction pattern on the image detector plane, the Sun angles ($\alpha$) can be calculated as:

$$\alpha = \arctan\left(\frac{X_i}{h}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

![Fig. 1: Schematic of Sun sensor with image detector plane.](image)

Where $x_i$ denotes the coordinate of the Sun pattern’s center in $x$ direction (Fig. 1).

A single slit diffraction can be divided into Fresnel diffraction and Fraunhofer diffraction. In Fresnel diffraction, either the incident wavefronts on the slit, or the diffracted wavefronts from the slit, or both, are not planar. Because of the finite distance between the slit and the linear array detector, Fresnel diffraction approximation is appropriate to describe the diffraction in the Sun sensor.

Diffraction calculus is generally performed numerically, which involves a double integral of a complex function with a fast oscillating argument. In this case, solution is usually derived in terms of certain types of diffraction integrals known as Fresnel-Kirchhoff, or Rayleigh–Sommerfeld integrals [4, 5].

In this paper to achieve the optimized design of the Sun sensor, the diffraction on the detector plane (in one direction), for the different angle of the Sun, would be analysed on the basis of Fresnel diffraction theory. We employed a simple illumination model based on Fresnel diffraction from a single-slit aperture.

2. Optical simulation of the Sun sensor

The large distance between the sensor and the Sun allows us to assume that the incident light arrives as plane waves. Based on Fresnel-Kirchhoff formula, the intensity distribution of diffraction image can be calculated through Eq. (3).

$$E(P) = \frac{A}{i\lambda} \int_{\text{slit}} \frac{e^{ik(x_0 \cos(\alpha)+y_0 \cos(\beta)+r)}}{h} \, d\sigma$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $\lambda$ is the wavelength; $A$ is constant which indicates the electric field intensity of the incident Sun ray; $k$ is the wave vector; $h$ is the distance between slit and the detector; $\alpha$ and $\beta$ denote two direction cosines of the incident Sun ray. The width of the slit has to be optimized to get the best light pattern on detector. If the slit is too shallow, there will be diffraction stripes. If it is too wide, the resolution will be decreased. So, the first work of optical designing of the Sun sensor is to determine the width of the slit. Based on the Eq. (3), the distribution of light pattern with different width slits is simulated in MATLAB [6, 7]. Light propagating through the sensor is considered to consist of a single wavelength. The wavelength chosen corresponds to the peak sensitivity of the detector array; this could be physically approximated by substituting a band-pass filter after the slit. The detector sensitivity peaks at $\lambda=550\text{nm}$, the response curve of the linear array detector using in this paper is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Spectral response curve of the detector.

When the incident Sunray is perpendicular to the slit ($\alpha = 0^\circ$ and $\beta = 0^\circ$), Fig. 3 shows the central width of diffraction pattern that we will get on the image detector plane (1 pixel = 8 $\mu$m) with different aperture sizes. According to the simulation results with the increase of the aperture size, the width curve of the diffraction spot goes sharp at first indicating that the contrast of the diffraction pattern gets enhanced. However, once the maximum intensity of the diffraction pattern is reached, the simulated results also indicated that there is a reduction in contrast of the diffraction pattern with further increase of the aperture size.

According to the simulation results shown above, when the slit width is set as 80 $\mu$m, the light pattern is at its best state. Thereby, the width of the slit is designed to be 80 $\mu$m in the following. As shown in the Fig. 4, by setting the width of the slit at 80 $\mu$m, it can make a single peak output in the detector plane. It is expected that with having a single peak (where the side-lobes intensity are considerably less than the main-lobe intensity), the accuracy of the sensor will increase.

The numerical simulation based on Eq. (3) can be conducted to analyse the diffraction pattern with respect to the distance between slit and detector plane, $h$. As shown in Fig. 5, when the incident Sunray is perpendicular to the slit, the diffraction patterns of 80 $\mu$m width of the slit with respect to different $h$ have been simulated and the light intensity has been normalized. The results indicated that with the increase of $h$, the diffraction effect is more striking and the size of diffraction pattern also increases.

2.1. The effect of incident angles

The conditions of oblique incidence are taken into account. The numerical simulation has been conducted to analyse the diffraction effect with oblique incident Sunray and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The incident Sun ray is oblique along x axis with different angles ($\alpha \neq 0$ and $\beta = 0^\circ$) and the slit size is fixed at 80 $\mu$m. Based on the simulation results, the diffraction pattern will stretch in the same direction (x axis) and if the incident Sun angle gets larger, the diffraction pattern will stretch longer along the incident direction.
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Fig. 6: The diffraction patterns with slit width = 80μm and h= 12 mm, with respect to different angle of the Sun (α) in the x direction.

As shown in Fig. 6 when angle of the Sun is α = 45°, the number of illuminated pixel (the pixel number which is required in peak detection algorithm) is up to 1500. Therefore, for FOV = 45° and h = 12 mm, it is needed a detector with more than 1600 pixels to ensure that the diffraction pattern of the Sun (place in detector) for measuring the angle of Sun in desired FOV. Furthermore the diffraction pattern with respect to different incident angles and various distances between slit and detector have been simulated. Fig. 7 demonstrates the number of illuminated pixels which will be extracted as a Sun pattern for h = 8mm.

Fig. 7: The diffraction patterns with slit width = 80μm and h= 8 mm, with respect to different angle of the Sun.

For measuring the FOV = 45° with distance 8 mm between slit and detector, a linear detector array with 1200 pixels is sufficient.

3. Conclusions

Detector outputs are used to find the angle of the Sun in the Sun sensor. The output of the detector is the vector containing the light intensity of the detector pixels, which the intensity of each pixel is proportional to the position of the light beam illuminated on it.

By setting the width of the slit, it can make a single peak output in the detector. By assuming the proper slit width, the results of the analysis on the output of the detectors show that by increasing the angle of incoming beam, in other words, increasing the field of view of the sensor, the corresponding peak location moves with the highest intensity towards the non-centred pixels. In addition, the analysis reveals that with increasing the angle of incidence, the beam width is increased and the peak value is reduced. On the other hand, the precision of the algorithms for measuring the angle depends on the width of the beam, the peak size, and the amount of noise in the environment. By assuming proper slit width, increasing the beam width and reducing the maximum peak size, the decreasing the accuracy of the peak detection algorithms and thus reducing the sensor accuracy and increasing the error in finding the incident beam angle will be achieved. Therefore, it can be concluded that with the increase of the sensor field of view, the accuracy of the sensor decreases.
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